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Description
Title of Invention: METHOD AND ELECTRONIC DEVICE FOR

GESTURE RECOGNITION
Technical Field

[1] The present invention relates to a method and an electronic device for gesture

recognition and, more particularly, to a method and electronic device for gesture

recognition capable of dividing a display into a plurality of display regions assigned to

a plurality of users, recognizing gestures of the plurality of users, and controlling the

display regions assigned to the users who has made a gesture according to the

recognized gestures.

Background Art
[2] Conventionally, electronic devices generally provide only a specified function, but

the gradual advancement of techniques has enabled electronic devices to provide

various functions, and in line with this, the importance of user interfaces (UI) allowing

users to easily use the electronic devices having various, complicated functions is in

creasing.

[3] Recently, a gesture-based UI allowing for a manipulation of electronic devices only

with a user's gesture without an input device has emerged as a core technology field.

With this trend, research into gesture-based UIs capable of simultaneously recognizing

several users' gestures to allow the user to use a single electronic device is actively

ongoing.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem
[4] It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to provide a method and an

electronic device for gesture recognition capable of dividing a display into a plurality

of display regions and providing contents desired by a plurality of users to the plurality

of display regions.

[5] Another object of the present invention is to provide a method and an electronic

device for gesture recognition capable of allowing a plurality of users to control a

plurality of divided display regions, separately.

[6] Another object of the present invention is to provide a method and an electronic

device for gesture recognition capable of automatically changing an overall screen

mode and a divided screen mode according to the number of users who use an

electronic device.

[7] Another object of the present invention is to provide a method and an electronic

device for gesture recognition capable of providing proper contents to a user according



to a change between an overall screen mode and a divided screen mode.

[8] Technical ideas devised by the present invention are not limited to those described

above and any other technical ideas not mentioned could be clearly understood by a

person skilled in the art to which the present invention pertains from the following de

scription.

Solution to Problem
[9] According to an aspect of the present invention, there is provided an electronic

device including: a camera; a display; and a controller configured to divide the display

into a plurality of display regions assigned to a plurality of users, respectively,

recognize gestures made by the plurality of users from an image captured by the

camera, and control the display regions assigned to the users who has made the

gestures.

[10] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is also provided an

electronic device including: a camera; a display; and a controller configured to

determine the locations of a plurality of users from an image captured by the camera,

divide the display into a plurality of display regions assigned to the plurality of users

according to the locations of the plurality of users, recognize gestures made by the

plurality of users from the image captured by the camera, and control the display

regions assigned to the users who have made the gestures according to the gestures.

[11] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is also provided an

electronic device including: a camera; a display configured to provide particular

contents to an entire screen; and a controller configured to divide the display into a

plurality of display regions assigned to a plurality of users when a pre-set event occurs

while particular contents is being provided to the entire screen of the display, con

tinuously provide the particular contents to one of the plurality of display regions,

recognize gestures made by the plurality of users from an image captured by the

camera, and control the display regions assigned to the users who have made the

gestures according to the gestures.

[12] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is also provided an

electronic device including: a camera; a display; and a controller configured to divide

the display into a plurality of display regions assigned to a plurality of users, recognize

gestures made by the plurality of users from an image captured by the camera, and

control the display regions assigned to the users who have made gestures according to

the gestures. Here, the controller displays a plurality of cursors at coordinates corre

sponding to the locations of the plurality of users hands through the display when the

coordinates of the cursors are within the display regions assigned to the users corre

sponding to the cursors.



[13] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is also provided an

electronic device including: a camera; a display; and a controller configured to divide

the display into a plurality of display regions assigned to the plurality of users,

recognize gestures made by the plurality of users from an image captured by the

camera, identify (or recognize) users who have made gestures from the image,

determine display regions assigned to the users who have made the gestures based on

the identification results, and control the display regions according to the determination

results based on the gestures.

[14] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is also provided an

electronic device including: a camera; a display; and a controller configured to divide

the display into a plurality of display regions assigned to the plurality of users,

recognize gestures made by the plurality of users from an image captured by the

camera, control display regions assigned to the users who hade made the gestures

according to the gestures, and release the divided state of the display when a pre-set

event occurs while the display is in a divided state.

[15] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is also provided an

electronic device including: a camera; a display; and a controller configured to divide

the display into a plurality of display regions assigned to the plurality of users,

recognize gestures made by the plurality of users from an image captured by the

camera, control display regions assigned to the users who hade made the gestures

according to the gestures, and release the divided state of the display when only one

user is included in the image captured by the camera while the display is in the divided

state.

[16] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is also provided an

electronic device including: a camera; a display; and a controller configured to divide

the display into first and second display regions, recognize gestures of first and second

users through the camera, control contents displayed on the first display region

according to the first user's gesture, and and control contents displayed on the second

display region according to the second user's gesture.

[17] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is also provided a method

for gesture recognition including: dividing a display into a plurality of display regions

assigned to a plurality of users; recognizing gestures made by the plurality of users, re

spectively; and controlling the display regions assigned to the users who have made the

gestures according to the recognized gestures.

[18] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is also provided a method

for gesture recognition including: determining the locations of a plurality of users;

dividing a display into a plurality of display regions assigned to the plurality of users

according to the locations of the plurality of users; recognizing gestures made by the



plurality of users; controlling the display regions assigned to the users who have made

gestures according to the recognized gestures; and when a pre-set event occurs while

the display is in a divided state, releasing the divided state of the display.
[19] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is also provided a method

for gesture recognition including: dividing a display into first and second display

regions; recognizing gestures of the first and second users; and controlling contents

displayed on the first display region according to the first user's gesture and controlling

contents displayed on the second display region according to the second user's gesture.

Advantageous Effects of Invention
[20] According to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, since the display is

divided to provide a plurality of display regions, a single electronic device can provide

contents desired by a plurality of users, respectively.

[21] According to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, since each of

divided display regions is controlled according to the gesture of each of users who

have the authority to control the display region, the users can simultaneously use the

single electronic device through the display regions assigned to them and perform an

operation, respectively.

[22] According to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, since an electronic

device automatically changes an entire screen mode and a divided screen mode

according to the number of users who use the electronic device, it can provide an ap

propriate usage environment to the users.

[23] According to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, when a mode is

changed (or when there is a change between modes), contents previously used by a

user is continuously provided, allowing the user to conveniently use the desired

contents.

[24] Effects of the present invention are not limited to those described above and any

other effects not mentioned could be clearly understood by a person skilled in the art to

which the present invention pertains from the following description.

Brief Description of Drawings
[25] FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an electronic device according to an exemplary em

bodiment of the present invention.

[26] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the electronic device according to an exemplary em

bodiment of the present invention.

[27] FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating the process of a method for gesture recognition

according to a first exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[28] FIG. 4 is a view illustrating an entire screen mode and a divided screen mode in the

method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the



present invention.

[29] FIG. 5 is a view illustrating an entire screen mode in the method for gesture

recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[30] FIG. 6 is a view illustrating an entry of a divided screen mode according to a prede

termined gesture in the method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary

embodiment of the present invention.

[31] FIG. 7 is a view illustrating the number of a plurality of display regions in the

method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the

present invention.

[32] FIG. 8 is a view illustrating the locations of a plurality of display regions in the

method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the

present invention.

[33] FIG. 9 is a view illustrating a change in the locations of a plurality of display regions

in the method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of

the present invention.

[34] FIG. 10 is a first view of contents displayed on a plurality of display regions in the

method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the

present invention.

[35] FIG. 11 is a second view of contents displayed on a plurality of display regions in the

method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the

present invention.

[36] FIG. 12 is a view illustrating contents continuously provided in the method for

gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the present

invention.

[37] FIG. 13 is a view illustrating a common control region in the method for gesture

recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[38] FIG. 14 is a flow chart illustrating the process of recognizing gestures made by a

plurality of users in the method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary

embodiment of the present invention.

[39] FIG. 15 is a view illustrating a method for obtaining a depth image by using a TOF

camera in the method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary em

bodiment of the present invention.

[40] FIG. 16 is a view illustrating depth information obtained by the TOF camera in the

method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the

present invention.

[41] FIG. 17 is a view illustrating a depth image in the method for gesture recognition

according to the first exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[42] FIG. 18 is a view illustrating a detection of a hand region using a skin color in the



method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the

present invention.

[43] FIG. 19 is a first view illustrating a detection of a hand region using a hand shape in

the method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the

present invention.

[44] FIG. 20 is a second view illustrating a detection of a hand region using a hand shape

in the method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of

the present invention.

[45] FIG. 2 1 is a view illustrating recognition of a gesture in the method for gesture

recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[46] FIG. 22 is a first view illustrating controlling of a display region assigned to a user

who has made a gesture in the method for gesture recognition according to the first

exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[47] FIG. 23 is a second view illustrating controlling of a display region assigned to a user

who has made a gesture in the method for gesture recognition according to the first

exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[48] FIG. 24 is a first view illustrating a cursor displayed in a display region in the

method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the

present invention.

[49] FIG. 25 is a second view illustrating a cursor displayed in a display region in the

method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the

present invention.

[50] FIG. 26 is a view illustrating a cursor displayed in a common control region in the

method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the

present invention.

[51] FIG. 27 is a view illustrating controlling of a display region assigned to a user other

than a user who has made a gesture in the method for gesture recognition according to

the first exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[52] FIG. 28 is a view illustrating controlling a common control region in the method for

gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the present

invention.

[53] FIG. 29 is a flow chart illustrating the process of a method for gesture recognition

according to a second exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[54] FIG. 30 is a view illustrating contents continuously provided to an entire screen

mode in the method for gesture recognition according to the second exemplary em

bodiment of the present invention.

[55] FIG. 3 1 is a view illustrating information regarding contents stored when entire

screen mode is entered in the method for gesture recognition according to the second



exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
[56] FIG. 32 is a view illustrating an entry to a divided screen mode in the entire screen

mode in the method for gesture recognition according to the second exemplary em

bodiment of the present invention.

[57] FIG. 33 is a view illustrating contents provided to a plurality of display regions in the

divided screen mode in the method for gesture recognition according to the second

exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[58] FIG. 34 is a view illustrating a list of contents provided in the divided screen mode in

the method for gesture recognition according to the second exemplary embodiment of

the present invention.

Mode for the Invention
[59] Terms used in this specification are used to easily describe the present invention. A c

cordingly, the present invention is not limited to the terms used in this specification.

[60] From among the terms used in this specification, a term, such as "connect" or

"couple", does not necessarily mean direct connection or coupling, but is a concept

including indirect connection or coupling through a medium. Furthermore, terms, such

as a "module" and a "unit", are used for convenience of description, and they do not

have different meanings or functions in themselves.

[61] The present invention may be modified or changed without departing from the spirit

and scope of the present invention. The modifications or changes made without

departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention are evident to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which the present invention pertains. Accordingly,

the present invention includes modification examples or change examples without

departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention. Furthermore, the present

invention is not limited to the following embodiments.

[62] An electronic device 100 described in this specification may include television,

digital television (DTV), Internet protocol television (IPTV), a mobile phone, a smart

phone, personal digital assistants (PDAs), a portable multimedia player (PMP), a

personal computer (PC), a laptop computer, a tablet computer, a digital broadcast

terminal, a mobile communication terminal, a navigator, and electronic devices which

are evident to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which the present invention

pertains.

[63] The present invention will now be described with reference to the accompanying

drawings. The drawings are shown to help understanding of the present invention, and

the technical spirit of the present invention is not limited to the accompanying

drawings. Meanwhile, the same reference numerals are used to identify the same

elements in the drawings, and a redundant description may be omitted for simplicity.



[64] The electronic device 100 according to the present invention is described below with

reference to FIGS. 1 and 2. FIG. 1 is a perspective view relating to an embodiment of

the electronic device 100 according to the present invention, and FIG. 2 is a block

diagram of the electronic device 100 according to the present invention.

[65] The electronic device 100 may divide the display into a plurality of display regions

and assign the plurality of display regions to the users, respectively, to allow the

plurality of users to simultaneously use the electronic device 100. The electronic

device 100 may divide the display into the plurality of display regions assigned to the

plurality of users, recognize the plurality of users gestures, and control the display

regions assigned to the users who have made the gestures according to the gestures.

[66] The electronic device 100, as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, may comprise at least one of a

user input module 110 for receiving input from a user, an audio/video (AV) input

module 120 for obtaining audio information and video information, a sense module

130 for sensing various states, an output module 140 for outputting information, a

communication module 150 for performing communication, a storage module 160 for

storing information, a controller 170 for controlling the entire operation of the

electronic device 100, and a power supply module 180 for supplying power to the

electronic device 100.

[67] In the electronic device 100 according to the present invention, the above elements

are not indispensable, and the electronic device 100 needs not to comprise all the

above elements. In other words, the electronic device 100 according to the present

invention may selectively comprise the above elements.

[68] The elements of the electronic device 100 are described below with reference to FIG.

2 in order of the user input module 110, the AV input module 120, the sense module

130, the output module 140, the communication module 150, the storage module 160,

the controller 170, and the power supply module 180.

[69] The user input module 110 can receive input from a user. A user may directly m a

nipulate the operation of the electronic device 100 using the user input module 110.

The user input module 110 may include at least one of a keypad, a dome switch, a jog

wheel, a jog switch, a touch pad, and other input devices which are evident to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which the present invention pertains.

[70] The AV input module 120 can obtain at least one of audio information and video in

formation. The AV input module 120 may include at least one of an audio input

module 121 for obtaining audio information and a video input module 122 for

obtaining video information.

[71] The audio input module 121 can obtain audio information. For example, the audio

input module 121 may be implemented using a microphone and configured to receive

an external audio signal and obtain audio information by electrically processing the



received audio signal. For another example, the audio input module 121 may be im

plemented using an interface for receiving an external audio signal, such as a broadcast

signal, and configured to obtain audio information.

[72] Meanwhile, the audio input module 121 may perform a noise cancellation algorithm

for canceling noise generated in a process of receiving an external audio signal.

[73] The audio information obtained by the audio input module 121 as described above

may be outputted through the output module 140, such as a speaker, externally

transmitted through the communication module 150, or stored in the storage module

160.

[74] The video input module 122 can obtain video information. The video information

obtained by the video input module 122 may be outputted through the output module

140, such as a display, externally transmitted through the communication module 150,

or stored in the storage module 160.

[75] The video input module 122 may be implemented using a camera or an interface for

receiving an external image signal.

[76] The camera can obtain video information, such as a still image or a moving image, in

response to an optical signal. Here, the optical signal may include not only a visible

ray, but also infrared rays or ultraviolet rays that are not seen by the naked eye.

[77] The camera may be implemented using at least one of a 2-D (2-D) camera and a 3-D

(3-D) camera.

[78] The 2-D camera can receive external light, obtain brightness information or color in

formation based on the received light, and obtain a 2-D image based on the brightness

information or color information. For example, the 2-D camera may obtain video in

formation based on light received through an image sensor which is implemented using

a charge coupled device (CCD) or a complementary metal oxide semiconductor

(CMOS) device.

[79] The 3-D camera can receive external light, obtain depth information based on the

received light, and obtain a 3-D image, such as a depth image reflecting the depth in

formation.

[80] The 3-D camera can radiate light to a subject, receive light reflected and returned

from the subject, and obtain depth information about distance from the subject in real

time based on the received light using a depth sensor. Furthermore, the 3-D camera can

obtain an intensity image according to the intensity or strength of light returned

together with a depth image. The intensity image is an image, reflecting not only

distance from an object, but also information according to states, such as the color,

temperature, and brightness of the object. The intensity image can be more easily

identified by a user than a depth image.

[81] The 3-D camera may include at least one of a stereo camera, a time of flight (TOF)



camera, a structured light camera, and other image obtaining devices which are evident

to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which the present invention pertains.

[82] The TOF camera is a camera for obtaining depth information based on a TOF

principle. The TOF camera can radiate infrared rays or a laser having a short pulse

using a light emitting diode (LED), receive returned light, calculate a difference

between the radiated light and light returned and received through a TOF sensor, and

obtain depth information by sensing distance from a subject. Here, the TOF camera

may calculate returned time on the basis of a phase difference between the radiated

light and the received light.

[83] A method of directly obtaining depth information through the 3-D camera is ad

vantageous in that a complicated operation is not required and error is small, as

compared with an indirect method of obtaining depth information using computer

vision technology from a plurality of 2-D images.

[84] The sense module 130 can sense various states. The sense module 130 may include a

proximity sensor 131 and an illuminance sensor 132.

[85] The proximity sensor 131 can detect an object approaching a specific detection

surface or whether an object exists nearby. The proximity sensor 131 can detect

whether an object exists using electrical and optical signals for a detection surface. The

proximity sensor 131 may have a longer lifespan and greater utilization than a contact

sensor because it is not dependent on mechanical contact.

[86] The proximity sensor 131 may include a transmission type photoelectric sensor, a

direct reflection type photoelectric sensor, a mirror reflection type photoelectric sensor,

a high frequency oscillation type proximity sensor, a capacitance type proximity

sensor, a magnetic type proximity sensor, and an infrared proximity sensor.

[87] The illuminance sensor 132 can measure illuminance around the electronic device

100. The electronic device 100 may control surrounding brightness of a display

according to illuminance measured by the illuminance sensor 132.The output module

140 can output information. The electronic device 100 can provide a user with various

pieces of information through the output module 140.

[88] The output module 140 can output information in the form of at least one of a tactile

signal, an aural signal, and a visual signal. The output module 140 may include at least

one of a display, a speaker, a vibrator, and other output devices which are evident to a

person having ordinary skill in the art to which the present invention pertains.

[89] The output module 140 may include at least one of a vibration module 141, an audio

output module 142, and a video output module 143.

[90] The vibration module 141 can output a tactile signal. The vibration module 141 can

generate vibration felt by a user. In this case, the vibration module 141 can generate

various pieces of vibration by controlling the intensity and pattern of vibration.



[91] The vibration module 141 can generate a tactile signal according to the movement of

a pin array vertically moving against a contact skin surface, a tactile signal according

to the jet power or suction power of air via an outlet or an inlet, a tactile signal on a

skin surface, a tactile signal according to a contact of an electrode, a tactile signal

using electrostatic power, a tactile signal according to hot/cold sense reproduction

using an endothermic or exothermic device as well as the vibration, as well as

vibration.

[92] The vibration module 141 may generate not only a tactile signal transferred through a

direct contact, but also a tactile signal transferred via muscular sense of a finger or an

arm of a user.

[93] The audio output module 142 can output an aural signal (that is, an audio signal). For

example, the audio output module 142 may output an audio signal based on audio in

formation which is received from the communication module 150 or stored in the

storage module 160. For another example, the audio output module 142 may output

audio signals pertinent to various functions performed by the electronic device 100.

[94] The audio output module 142 may be implemented using a receiver, a speaker, or a

buzzer. For example, the audio output module 142 may output audio through

earphones connected to an earphone jack.

[95] The video output module 143 can output a visual signal. The video output module

143 can display video information. For example, the video output module 143 may

display a user UI or a graphic user interface (GUI).

[96] The video output module 143 may be implemented using at least one of a liquid

crystal display (LCD), a thin film transistor liquid crystal display (TFT LCD), an

organic light-emitting diode (OLED) display, a flexible display, a 3-D display, and

other displays which are evident to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which

the present invention pertains.

[97] The display may be a transparent or light-transmitting display made of a material that

transmits light. A representative example of the transparent display that transmits light

includes a transparent LCD. The back structure of the transparent display may also

have a light-transmitting structure. A user can see things placed in the rear of the

electronic device 100 through the transparent display.

[98] The video output module 143 needs not to be implemented using a single display, but

may be implemented using a plurality of displays. For example, the video output

module 143 may be implemented using displays which are spaced apart from each

other or integrally disposed on one face or displays which are disposed in different

faces.

[99] Furthermore, the video output module 143 needs not to be implemented using a

display, but may be implemented using a projector for providing an image by scanning



light on a screen or providing a hologram 3-D image.

[100] Meanwhile, the output module 140 and the user input module 110 may be integrally

implemented using one device.

[101] For example, the output module 140 and the user input module 110 may be im

plemented using a touch screen for displaying information and simultaneously

receiving touch input. The touch screen may include a display for displaying in

formation and a touch panel for sensing touch input, which are disposed to form a

layer. Here, the touch panel can detect at least one of the position on which touch input

is performed, a touched area, and the strength of the touch by detecting the touch input.

[102] The touch panel may be classified into various kinds according to methods of sensing

the touch input. The types of the touch panel may include a resistive type

(decompression type) touch panel, an ultrasonic reflective type touch panel, a c a

pacitive type touch panel, and an infrared optical type touch panel.

[103] The resistive type touch panel may be provided by disposing two substrates on which

an ITO metal layer is coated between dot spacers so that they face each other. In the

resistive type touch panel, touch input according to a contact can be detected through

an upper substrate, and a touched position can be detected through a lower substrate.

[104] The capacitive type touch panel may be implemented using a substrate configured to

have special conductive metal (for example, tin antimony oxide (TAO)) coated thereon

and operated as a transparent electrode so that a certain amount of current flows on the

surface of the substrate. When a user performs touch input on the capacitive type touch

panel, current flowing on the surface of the substrate is changed by capacitance in the

body of the user. The capacitive type touch panel can detect a touched position by

detecting a change in the amount of current.

[105] According to the above-described principle, the touch screen can display information

and simultaneously receive touch input.

[106] The communication module 150 can perform communication. The communication

module 150 can send and receive information by performing communication with an

external device.

[107] The communication module 150 may include at least one of a position location

module 151, a wireless Internet module 152, a near-field communication module 153,

a wired communication module 154, and a broadcast transmission and reception

module 155.

[108] The position location module 151 can obtain position information.

[109] The position location module 151 may obtain position information using a global

navigation satellite system (GNSS). The GNSS is a system configured to include

navigation satellites revolving around the earth and a navigation receiver for receiving

satellite electric waves from the navigation satellites and calculating position in-



formation about their specific locations on the surface of the earth or near the surface

of the earth and to obtain position information. The GNSS may include a global

position system (GPS) operated by U.S.A, Galileo operated by Europe, a global

orbiting navigational satellite system (GLONASS) operated by Russia, COMPASS

operated by China, an Indian regional navigation satellite system (IRNS) operated by

India, a quasi-zenith satellite system (QZSS) operated by Japan, and so on.

[ 110] Accordingly, the position location module 151 may be, for example, a GPS module

corresponding to each GNSS. The position location module 151 can receive satellite

electric waves, including identification information and time information about three

or more navigation satellites, from the navigation satellites. The position location

module 151 can calculate distance from a specific location to each of the navigation

satellites based on the identification information and time information of the

navigation satellites and the time that the satellite electric waves take to reach the

specific location. The position location module 151 can calculate 3-D position in

formation about the specific location based on the calculated distance and time. The

3-D position information may be represented by latitude, longitude, and an altitude.

[Ill] However, the position information does not need to directly reflect the position as if

it is represented by coordinate values for a specific location. In a broad sense, the

position information may include satellite electric waves which are transmitted by

navigation satellites in the GNSS.

[112] In the case where satellite electric waves transmitted by a larger number of

navigation satellites are used, the position location module 151 may correct position

information using excessive satellite electric waves.

[113] Furthermore, the position location module 151 may calculate the moving speed

according to a change in the position information according to time.

[ 114] Meanwhile, the position location module 151 needs not to independently calculate all

the pieces of position information, and some or all of the pieces of position information

using satellite electric waves may be calculated by the controller 170 or an external

device. For example, when the position location module 151 receives satellite electric

waves from the GNSS and sends information, included in the satellite electric waves,

to an external device through the communication module 150, the external device may

generate position information based on the received information and send the

generated position information back to the electronic device 100.

[115] The position location module 151 may obtain position information using the GNSS

and also obtain position information through triangular measurement using a commu

nication signal by communicating with a mobile phone base station.

[116] In some embodiments, the position location module 151 may obtain position in

formation based on the position of an access point (AP) by communicating with the AP



over a near-field communication network.

[117] Meanwhile, the electronic device 100 may correct obtained position information. The

position location module 151 or the controller 170 may correct the position in

formation using a map matching scheme. The position location module 151 or the

controller 170 may correct obtained position information by checking a place corre

sponding to the position information using map data stored in the storage module 160.

[118] For example, when a place according to first calculated position information is a

place that cannot enter, such as a river, the position location module 151 or the

controller 170 may correct the position information using coordinates corresponding to

a place that can enter and is close to the river.

[119] The Internet module 152 is a device for accessing the Internet in a wired or wireless

manner and transmitting and receiving information. The Internet module 152 can

access the Internet and transmit and receive various pieces of information. The Internet

module 152 may be internal or external to the electronic device 100 or may be attached

to or detached from the electronic device 100.

[120] The Internet module 152 can access the Internet in a wired or wireless manner and

perform communication in accordance with at least one of local area network (LAN),

wireless LAN (WLAN), Wibro wireless broadband, Wimax world interoperability for

microwave access, high speed downlink packet access (HSDPA), and other various

communication standards.

[121] The near-field communication module 153 can perform near-field wireless commu

nication.

[122] The first near-field communication module 153 can perform communication in ac

cordance with at least one of Bluetooth, radio frequency identification (RFID), infrared

data association (IrDA), ultra wideband (UWB), ZigBee, and other near-field commu

nication standards.

[123] The near-field communication module 153 can communicate with various external

devices placed at a short distance. For example, the near-field communication module

153 can perform communication with a remote controller for controlling the electronic

device 100 at a long distance.

[124] The wired communication module 154 can connect the electronic device 100 and an

external device in a wired manner.

[125] The wired communication module 154 can perform communication with an external

device through various interfaces. For example, the wired communication module 154

may perform communication with an external device through at least one of interface

devices, such as a USB module capable of performing communication through a

universal serial bus (USB) port, a port of an RS-232 standard, a headset port, an

external charger port, a data port, a memory card port, an audio input/output (I/O) port,



a video input/output (I/O) port, and an earphone jack.

[126] The broadcast reception module 155 can receive at least one of broadcast signals and

broadcast associated information from an external broadcast server via a broadcast

channel. The broadcast channel may include at least one of a satellite channel and a

terrestrial channel. The broadcast server may be a server for generating and sending at

least one of a broadcast signal and broadcast associated information or a server for

receiving a previously generated broadcast signal and broadcast associated information

and sending the broadcast signal and the broadcast associated information to the

electronic device. At least one of the broadcast signal and the broadcast associated in

formation, received through the broadcast reception module 155, may be stored in the

storage module 160.

[127] Here, the broadcast signal may include a TV broadcast signal, a radio broadcast

signal, and a data broadcast signal and may also include a signal in the form of a com

bination of the TV broadcast signal, the radio broadcast signal, and the data broadcast

signal.

[128] The broadcast associated information may be information about a broadcasting

channel, a broadcasting program, or a broadcasting service provider. The broadcast as

sociated information may be provided even over an additional communication

network.

[129] The broadcast associated information may have various forms, such as an electronic

program guide (EPG) of digital multimedia broadcasting (DMB) or an electronic

service guide (ESG) of digital video broadcast-handheld (DVB-H).

[130] The broadcast reception module 155 may receive broadcast signals through various

broadcast systems. The broadcast systems may include digital multimedia

broadcasting-terrestrial (DMB-T), digital multimedia broadcasting-satellite (DMB-S),

media forward link only (MediaFLO), digital video broadcast-handheld (DVBH), and

integrated services digital broadcast-terrestrial (ISDB-T), and various broadcast

systems which are evident to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which the

present invention pertains.

[131] The construction of the communication module 150 and the communication method

of the communication module 150 are not limited to the above-described examples.

The communication module 150 may include at least one of the above-described com

munication module and other communication devices which are evident to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which the present invention pertains and may

perform communication using at least one of various communication standards ac

cordingly.

[132] Furthermore, the communication module 150 needs not to perform communication

with one external device through only a communication module and may perform



communication with a plurality of external devices through a plurality of commu

nication modules at the same time.

[133] The storage module 160 can store information.

[134] The storage module 160 may store information necessary for the operation of the

electronic device 100 and information generated by the operation of the electronic

device 100. The information necessary for the operation of the electronic device 100

may include, for example, an operating system (OS). The information generated by the

operation of the electronic device 100 may include still images, moving images,

volume information, and so on.

[135] The storage module 160 may include a variety of storage media. For example, the

storage module 160 may include at least one of flash memory, random access memory

(RAM), static random access memory (SRAM), read only memory (ROM), electrically

erasable programmable read only memory (EEPROM), a hard disk, magnetic memory,

a magnetic disc, an optical disc such as CD or Blu-ray, card type memory such as an

SD card, and other storage media which are evident to a person having ordinary skill in

the art to which the present invention pertains.

[136] The storage module 160 may be provided in a form in which it is placed within the

electronic device 100, a form in which it is external to the electronic device 100, or a

form in which it is attached to and detached from the electronic device 100. The

storage module 160 of a form in which it is external to the electronic device 100 may

include not only an external hard disk, but also web storage for performing the storage

function of the storage module 160 on the Internet.

[137] The controller 170 can control the entire operation of the electronic device 100 and

the other elements of the electronic device 100. For example, the controller 170 may

associate various pieces of information with each other and perform processing so that

the information can be used.

[138] The controller 170 may be implemented using a computer or a similar device using

software, hardware, or a combination of the software and hardware.

[139] According to hardware implementations, the controller 170 may be implemented

using at least one of application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), digital signal

processors (DSPs), digital signal processing devices (DSPDs), programmable logic

devices (PLDs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), processors, controllers, m i

crocontrollers, microprocessors, and an electrical device for performing a control

function which is evident to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which the

present invention pertains.

[140] According to software implementations, the controller 170 may be implemented

using software codes or a software application which is written by one or more

program languages. The software may be stored in the storage module 160 and



executed by the hardware configuration of the controller 170. Furthermore, the

software may be transmitted from an external device (for example, a server) to the

electronic device 100 and then installed in the electronic device 100.

[141] The controller 170 will be described in detail in connection with a description of a

method for gesture recognition according to the present invention.

[142] The power supply module 180 can supply power to the electronic device 100. The

power supply module 180 can receive external power or internal power under the

control of the controller 170 and supply power for the operation of each of the

elements of the electronic device 100.

[143] Hereinafter, the method for gesture recognition according to the present invention is

described.

[144] The method for gesture recognition according to the present invention is described

with reference to the electronic device 100 according to the present invention.

[145] The description of the method for gesture recognition according to the present

invention with reference to the electronic device 100 according to the present invention

is only for facilitating understanding of the description, and the method for gesture

recognition according to the present invention is not limited to the electronic device

100 according to the present invention.

[146] Accordingly, the method for gesture recognition according to the present invention

may be performed using other electronic devices which perform the same functions as

or similar functions to the electronic device 100 according to the present invention.

Here, the other electronic devices may include television, digital television (DTV),

Internet protocol television (IPTV), mobile phones, smart phones, personal digital a s

sistants (PDA), portable multimedia players (PMP), personal computers (PC), laptop

computers, tablet computers, digital broadcast terminals, mobile communication

terminals, navigators, and other electronic devices which are evident to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which the present invention pertains.

[147] Hereinafter, a method for gesture recognition according to a first exemplary em

bodiment of the present invention will now be described with reference to FIG. 3. FIG.

3 is a flow chart illustrating the process of a method for gesture recognition according

to a first exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[148] As shown in FIG. 3, the method for gesture recognition according to the first

exemplary embodiment of the present invention may comprise at least one of step

(SI 10) of entering a divided screen mode in an entire screen mode, step (S120) of

dividing a display into a plurality of display regions, step (SI 30) of recognizing

gestures performed by a plurality of users, respectively, and step (S140) of controlling

the display regions assigned to the users who have made the gestures.

[149] Each of the steps of the method for gesture recognition according to the first



exemplary embodiment of the present invention will now be described.

[150] The electronic device 100 may enter the divided screen mode in the entire screen

mode (SI 10). This step will now be described with reference to FIGS. 4 and 5.

[151] FIG. 4 is a view illustrating an entire screen mode and a divided screen mode in the

method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the

present invention, and FIG. 5 is a view illustrating an entire screen mode in the method

for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the present

invention.

[152] The electronic device 100 may enter the divided screen mode in the entire screen

mode. Here, the entire screen mode may refer to a mode in which the entire screen is

processed as a single display region, and the divided screen mode may refer to a mode

in which the display is divided into a plurality of display regions and processed.

[153] In the entire screen mode, the display may display contents in the single display

region. For example, as shown in FIG. 4(a), video may be displayed as the entire

screen R0. In another example, the display may display a Web browser as the entire

screen.

[154] In the divided screen mode, the display may display contents in each of the plurality

of divided display regions. For example, as shown in FIG. 4(b), a video may be

displayed in a first display region Rl and a Web browser may be displayed in the

second display region R2.

[155] In this case, however, the display may not necessarily display only one contents in

the entire screen mode and only one contents in each of the divided display regions in

the divided screen mode. In other words, one or a plurality of contents may be

displayed in each of the display regions. Namely, the entire screen mode and the

divided screen mode are discriminated according to whether or not the entire screen of

the display is processed as a single display region or a plurality of display regions,

rather than being discriminated by the number of contents displayed on the display. For

example, as shown in FIG. 5, even in the entire mode, a video and a Web browser may

be displayed together on the entire screen R0 of the display.

[156] When a pre-set event occurs in the entire screen mode of the electronic device 100,

the electronic device 100 may enter the divided screen mode in the entire screen mode.

The controller 170 detects the pre-set event, and in this case, when the controller 170

detects the pre-set event while the electronic device is in the entire screen mode, the

controller may control the electronic device 100 to enter the divided screen mode.

Here, the pre-set event may vary.

[157] For example, when a signal indicating an entry into the divided mode is received

from an external device while the electronic device 100 is in the entire screen mode,

the electronic device 100 may enter the divided screen mode. Here, the external device



may refer to an input device, such as a remote controller, for controlling the electronic

device 100.

[158] In another example, when a voice instructing an entry into the divided mode is

received from the user while the electronic device 100 is in the entire screen mode, the

electronic device 100 may enter the divided screen mode.

[159] In still another example, the electronic device 100 may recognize a user s gesture in

the entire screen mode, and when the recognized user s gesture is a pre-set gesture, the

electronic device 100 may enter the divided screen mode.

[160] A method for recognizing a pre-set gesture in the entire screen mode will now be

described with reference to FIG. 6. FIG. 6 is a view illustrating an entry of the divided

screen mode according to a predetermined gesture in the method for gesture

recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[161] In the entire screen mode, the electronic device 100 may recognize only a gesture of

a particular user, instead of recognizing a plurality of users gestures. In other words,

the electronic device 100 may give the authority to control (or the control rights) only

to a particular user among the plurality of users and recognize the gesture of the user

who has given the authority to control.

[162] Here, the authority to control (or the control rights) may refer to the authority to

control the electronic device 100. In the entire screen mode, it may be advantageous

that only the particular user has the authority to control the electronic device 100. In

the entire screen mode, contents is provided through a single display region, so there is

no need for all the users to control the electronic device 100. If all the users control the

electronic device 100, there would occur a confusion among the users as if repeated or

contradictory gestures were made and the electronic device 100 would perform an u n

necessary operation and calculation.

[163] Thus, the electronic device 100 may give the control rights to the user which has

made a gesture requesting the obtaining of the control rights among the plurality of

users, and thereafter, the electronic device 100 may recognize a gesture of the user who

has given the control rights, and perform an operation according to the recognized

gesture. For example, when there is a user who has given the control rights through the

camera, although a different user makes a gesture for obtaining the control rights, the

electronic device 100 may not give the control rights to the different user.

[164] When the user does not want to control the electronic device 100 any longer, the user

may perform a gesture for requesting a release of the control rights. When the user,

who has given the control rights, makes the gesture for requesting a release of the

control rights, the electronic device 100 may release the user s control rights. Thus,

there is no user who has given the control rights, and in this state, when any one of the

plurality of users makes a gesture for requesting the obtaining of the control rights, the



electronic device 100 may newly give the control rights to the user.

[165] In this manner, the electronic device 100 may recognize only the gesture of the

particular user, i.e., the user who has the control rights, among the plurality of users in

the entire screen mode, and when the gesture is a predetermined gesture for indicating

an entry to the divided screen mode, the electronic device 100 may enter the divided

screen mode.

[166] For example, in case in which a first user uses a Web browser in the entire screen

mode with the control rights, when the electronic device 100 detects the predetermined

gesture indicating the entry into the divided screen mode made by the first user, the

electronic device 100 may enter the divided screen mode. In this case, although a

second user makes the predetermined gesture, the electronic device 100 may not enter

the divided screen mode. Here, as shown in FIG. 6, the predetermined gesture may be

a gesture J2 of lowering the user s arm.

[167] In another example, when the first and second users are viewing a video through the

electronic device 100 in the entire screen mode without the control rights, the first or

the second user may obtain the control rights by making a gesture for requesting the

obtaining of the control rights, and when the electronic device 100 detects the prede

termined gesture for indicating the entry into the divided screen mode made by the user

who has the control rights, the electronic device 100 may enter the divided screen

mode. Here, as shown in FIG. 6, the gesture for requesting the obtaining of the gesture

may be a push gesture Jl.

[168] Conversely, the electronic device 100 may return the entire screen mode upon rec

ognizing a particular gesture in the divided screen mode.

[169] For example, when the electronic device 100 divides the display into first and second

display regions assigned to the first and second users, respectively, to perform the

divided screen mode, the electronic device 100 may enter the entire screen mode as it

recognizes a gesture for requesting a release of the divided screen mode or the entry

into the entire screen mode made by any one of the first and second users.

[170] In this case, the electronic device 100 may identify (or recognize) the user who has

made the gesture and provide the contents, which is being provided to a display region

other than the display region assigned to the identified user in the entire screen mode,

to the entire screen.

[171] The electronic device 100 may divide the display into a plurality of display regions

(S120). This step will now be described with reference to FIGS. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and

13. FIG. 7 is a view illustrating the number of a plurality of display regions in the

method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the

present invention. FIG. 8 is a view illustrating the locations of a plurality of display

regions in the method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary em-



bodiment of the present invention. FIG. 9 is a view illustrating a change in the

locations of a plurality of display regions in the method for gesture recognition

according to the first exemplary embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 10 is a first

view of contents displayed on a plurality of display regions in the method for gesture

recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the present invention. FIG.

11 is a second view of contents displayed on a plurality of display regions in the

method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the

present invention. FIG. 12 is a view illustrating contents continuously provided in the

method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the

present invention. FIG. 13 is a view illustrating a common control region in the method

for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the present

invention.

[172] As described above, when the electronic device 100 enters the divided screen mode,

it may divide the display into a plurality of display regions. Here, the plurality of

display regions may independently provide contents as described above.

[173] The electronic device 100 may assign the plurality of display regions to the plurality

of users, respectively. For example, the electronic device 100 may assign a first display

region to a first user and a second display region to a second user. Here, the display

regions may be controlled by the users to which the corresponding regions have been

assigned.

[174] The electronic device 100 may divide the display into the plurality of display regions

which are assigned to the plurality of users, respectively, in various manners.For

example, the electronic device 100 may divide the display into the plurality of display

regions in consideration of the number of the users. The camera captures an image, and

the controller 170 may analyze the captured image to determine the number of the

plurality of users within the image capture range. The electronic device 100 may

determine the number of the plurality of display regions according to the obtained

number of the plurality of the users and divide the display. As shown in FIG. 7, in case

of three users Ul, U2, and U3, the electronic device 100 may divide the display into

three display regions Rl, R2, and R3.

[175] In another example, the electronic device 100 may divide the display into a plurality

of display regions according to the locations of the user. The electronic device 100

may determine the locations of the users by using an image captured by the camera, or

the like, divide the display into a plurality of display regions according to the locations

of the users, and assign the plurality of display regions to the users, respectively. As

shown in FIG. 8, when the first user Ul is located at the left and the second user U2 is

located at the right, the electronic device 100 may divide the display such that the first

display region R l is positioned at a left portion of the display and the second display



region R2 is positioned at a right portion of the display.

[176] Here, even after the electronic device 100 enters the divided screen mode and divides

the display into the plurality of display regions, the electronic device 100 may change

the positions of the plurality of display regions according to the locations of the users.

The electronic device 100 may continuously detect the locations of the users and

change the positions of the display regions according to the locations of the users.

[177] As shown in FIG. 9, in a state in which the first user is located at the left and the

second user U2 is located at the right, when the locations of the first and second users

are changed such that the first user U 1 is located at the right and the second user U 2

are located at the left, the electronic device 100 may change the position of the first

display region R l from the left portion to the right portion of the display and the

position of the second display region R2 from the right portion to the left portion.

Here, the electronic device 100 can identify (or recognize) the users from the image

obtained through the camera, and recognize where are the users. The electronic device

100 can identify the users through a method such as recognizing the users faces

included in the image.

[178] Meanwhile, in the above drawings, the respective display regions are illustrated to

have the same size, but the sizes of the display regions may not be necessarily equal

and may have different sizes. Also, in FIGS. 7 and 8, the plurality of display regions

are illustrated to be arranged in a horizontal direction, but the display regions may not

be necessarily divided to be arranged in the horizontal direction. Namely, the display

may be divided such that the display regions may be arranged in a vertical direction or

in a diagonal direction, or may be disposed in a picture-in-picture (PIP) manner.

[179] The electronic device 100 may divide the display into the plurality of display regions

and provide contents through the respective display regions. Namely, the electronic

device 100 may provide first contents through the first display region and second

contents through the second display region.

[180] Here, the respective contents may be subordinate to the display regions providing the

respective contents. For example, the first contents provided through the first display

region may not move to the second display region. As shown in FIG. 10, when a

portion of the first contents CI is moved to an outer side of the first display region Rl,

the electronic device 100 may not display the portion out of the range of the first

display region Rl. Also, as shown in FIG. 11, the electronic device 100 may display

the portion of the first contents CI out of the range of the first display region R l such

that it is black or may display it such that it is covered by the second contents C2

displayed on the second display region R2.

[181] When the electronic device 100 enters the divided screen mode so it divides the

display into a plurality of display regions, the electronic device 100 may provide the



contents, which has been provided in the entire screen mode, through one of the

plurality of display regions.

[182] For example, as shown in FIG. 12, when the electronic device 100, providing the

video to the entire screen RO in the entire screen mode, enters the divided screen mode,

the electronic device 100 may continuously provide the video to the first display region

Rl. In this case, the electronic device 100 may provide different contents such as a

Web browser or a different video or a background screen, a menu, or the like, allowing

for a selection of an application to be performed, or the like, through a display region,

i.e., the second display region R2, other than the display region continuously providing

the video. Also, when the second display region provides the different contents, the

electronic device 100 may mute a sound regarding the contents.

[183] When the electronic device 100 continuously provides the contents, which has been

provided in the entire screen mode, to any one of the plurality of display regions, the

electronic device 100 may determine to which display region the contents is to be con

tinuously provided based on various types of information.

[184] For example, when the electronic device 100 enters the divided screen mode

according to a user s particular gesture, the electronic device 100 may continuously

display the contents, which has been provided in the entire screen mode, in the display

region assigned to other user than the user who has made the gesture for requesting the

entry into the divided screen mode. Or, conversely, the electronic device 100 may con

tinuously display the contents in the display region assigned to the user who has made

the gesture.

[185] Meanwhile, the electronic device 100 may prepare a common display region

commonly assigned to all of the plurality of the users, besides the display regions indi

vidually assigned to the respective users in the divided screen mode.

[186] For example, the controller 170 may prepare a third display region RX, which can be

controlled by at least one of the first and second users, on the display. As shown in

FIG. 13, the third display region RX may be implemented in the form of a dock bar

including items ITM regarding various applications. Also, items, such as volume,

power, or the like, allowing for an access to basic functions of the electronic device

100, may be prepared on the third display region.

[187] The electronic device 100 may recognize gestures made by the plurality of users

(S130). This step will now be described with reference to FIG. 14. FIG. 14 is a flow

chart illustrating the process of recognizing gestures made by a plurality of users in the

method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the

present invention.

[188] When the electronic device 100 enters the divided screen mode, it can recognize

gestures made by the plurality of users. The method for recognizing gestures made by



the plurality of users may comprise at least one of step (S 131) of obtaining an image,

step (SI 32) of preprocessing the obtained image, step (S133) of analyzing the image to

discriminate a gesture, and step (SI 34) of identifying a user who has made the gesture.

[189] The method for recognizing gestures made by a plurality of users in the method for

gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the present

invention will now be described. The electronic device 100 may obtain an image

(S131). This step will now be described with reference to FIGS. 15 to 17. FIG. 15 is a

view illustrating a method for obtaining a depth image by using a TOF camera in the

method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the

present invention. FIG. 16 is a view illustrating depth information obtained by the TOF

camera in the method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary em

bodiment of the present invention. FIG. 17 is a view illustrating a depth image in the

method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the

present invention.

[190] The electronic device 100 may obtain an image through a camera.

[191] For example, the electronic device 100 may obtain a two-dimensional (2D) image

through a 2D camera. Here, the 2D image may include a color image such as an RGB

(red-green-blue) image.

[192] In another example, the electronic device 100 may obtain a three-dimensional (3D)

image through a camera. Here, the 3D image may include a depth image directly

including depth information or a 3D image generated by using at least two 2D images.

[193] In this manner, the method for obtaining a 3D image by the electronic device 100

may be divided into an indirect method and a direct method.

[194] In the indirect method, depth information is obtained by analyzing two or more 2-D

images obtained at different view points. A representative indirect method may include

a stereo matching method.

[195] According to the stereo matching method, a reference image and a search image are

obtained using left and right cameras. A disparity is calculated using a difference

between the reference image and the search image for the same coordinates in space. A

3-D image can be obtained using a disparity map for each pixel of the reference image

written according to the calculated disparity.

[196] When a 3-D image is obtained using the indirect method, there are disadvantages in

that error is likely to occur according to an illumination condition and the state of

texture, reliability is low in a shielding area, and a long time is taken to obtain a dense

disparity map because a computational load is great.

[197] In the direct method, distance is directly measured through a 3-D camera, and the

controller 170 obtains a depth image based on the measured distance. The direct

method may include a method using a structured light camera, a method using a TOF



camera, and a 3-D scanning method. The direct method is advantageous in that it can

rapidly obtain a depth image reflecting accurate 3-D coordinate values and it does not

generate error according to an illumination condition, as compared with the indirect

method.

[198] The structured light camera can radiate infrared rays to a subject and obtain depth in

formation up to the subject by analyzing a scattering pattern of the infrared rays

returned from the subject. The controller 170 can obtain a 3-D image based on the

depth information.

[199] The TOF camera can obtain depth information reflecting distance on the 3-D space,

and the controller 170 can obtain a depth image based on the depth information. As

shown in FIG. 15, the video input module 122 implemented using a TOF camera can

radiate light to an object and obtain depth information by recognizing distance up to

the object based on the time that light reflected from the object takes to return back.

For example, the TOF camera may obtain distance up to a person, distance up to a bed,

and distance up to a wall as 2 m, 6 m, and 10 m, respectively, as shown in FIG. 15.

[200] The depth information may be represented in the form of a depth value for each

pixel, as shown in FIG. 16. The depth value may have a predetermined range of a

numerical value. For example, the depth value may have a value ranging from 0 to 255

according to distance. For example, the depth value 0 may correspond to the shortest

distance that can be measured by the TOF camera, and the depth value 255 may

correspond to the longest distance that can be measured by the TOF camera. The TOF

camera may have an improved resolution according to an increase in the range of the

depth value. For example, a 3-D camera, having a depth value of 0 to 255 and capable

of measuring the depth of a maximum of 10 m, may have resolution of about 40 mm.

[201] The controller 170 may obtain the depth image based on the depth information using

the TOF camera. The depth image may be represented by brightness or color corre

sponding to a depth value. As shown in FIG. 17, the depth image may be an image

which is represented by a high luminosity at a close distance and a low luminosity at a

long distance. The person closely placed may be represented by white, the bed inter

mediately placed may be represented by gray, and the wall distantly placed may be

represented by black, in the depth image shown in FIG. 17.

[202] When the controller 170 obtains the 3-D image using the TOF camera, it may obtain

a real-time 3-D image because it can obtain the depth image of several tens of frames

or more per second.

[203] The electronic device 100 may pre-process the obtained image at step S132.

[204] The controller 170 may perform the pre-processing on the obtained image in order to

analyze the image.

[205] The pre-processing of the image may comprise at least one of angular correction,



tone correction, brightness correction, shadow correction, and noise cancellation for

the image. Here, the tone correction may be a process of performing at least one of the

graying of the image, the binarization of black and white, and the emphasis of a

specific color. The shadow correction may be a process of adjusting the thickness of a

boundary line appearing in the image. The noise cancellation may be a process of

canceling noise included in the image.

] The pre-processed image may have an improved definition, a clearer boundary line,

or reduced noise, as compared with an original image. Accordingly, the controller 170

can perform the analysis of the image accurately and easily using the pre-processed

image.

] The electronic device 100 may recognize a gesture by analyzing the image at step

S133. This step is described with reference to FIGS. 18, 19, 20, and 21.

] This step will be described with reference to FIGS 18 to 21. FIG. 18 is a view i l

lustrating a detection of a hand region using a skin color in the method for gesture

recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the present invention. FIG.

19 is a first view illustrating a detection of a hand region using a hand shape in the

method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the

present invention. FIG. 20 is a second view illustrating a detection of a hand region

using a hand shape in the method for gesture recognition according to the first

exemplary embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 2 1 is a view illustrating

recognition of a gesture in the method for gesture recognition according to the first

exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

] The electronic device 100 may detect a hand region from an image and analyze the

detected hand region to detect a change in the state of the hand to recognize a gesture.

] The controller 170 can detect the hand region from the image. The controller 170

may identify the hand from the image pre-processed as described above or may

identify the hand from an original image.

] The controller 170, as shown in FIG. 18, can detect the hand region by tracking a

region in which the color value of the image corresponds to the color of the skin. In

this case, a region corresponding to a face shown in FIG. 18 may be detected together

with the hand. The controller 170 may detect only the hand region HA by distin

guishing the face region FA and the hand region HA on the basis of the size or shape

of the region.

] In order to detect the region in which a color value corresponds to the color of the

skin, the controller 170 may use various color spaces. Not only a red-green-blue

(RGB) coordinate system, but also a hue-saturation-intensity (HSI) coordinate system,

a hue-saturation-lightness (HSL) coordinate system, and an YCrCb coordinate system

may be used as the color space. In particular, the tracking of the color of the skin using



the color space is likely to be subjected to illumination. If the YCrCb coordinate

system is used, the color of the skin can be tracked relatively robustly.

[213] In some embodiments, the controller 170, as shown in FIGS. 19 and 20, may detect

the region of the hand by tracking the shape of the hand from the image. The hand of a

person includes fingers, and it is connected to a wrist. The controller 170 may extract a

boundary line from the image and detect a region, including a quadrangle Al (that is,

the wrist) and a pentagon A2 (that is, the hand), as the hand region using the detected

boundary line.

[214] The electronic device 100 may detect a change in the state of the hand from the

detected hand region to recognize a gesture.

[215] The controller 170 may detect a change in the state of the hand including at least one

of the position, speed, and shape of the hand from the detected hand region to

recognize a gesture. Here, the controller 170 may track the hand region to obtain co

ordinates corresponding to the location of the hand to determine the location of the

hand. Alternatively, the hand extends from the center of the hand to the wrist and to the

five fingers, so the controller 170 may detect the boundary of the hand region or depth

information of the hand region to determine the shape of the hand.

[216] For example, as shown in FIG. 21, when the controller analyzes the hand region and

detects that the hand is in a folded state and moves from a first position PI to a second

position P2, the controller may recognize it as a dragging gesture and perform a drag

operation. Here, the drag operation may refer to an operation of moving a particular

item ITM.

[217] In another example, as shown in FIG. 21, when the controller 170 analyzes the hand

region and detects that the hand is in an unfolded state and moves from a third position

P3 to a fourth position P4, the controller 170 may recognize it as a hovering gesture

and perform a hovering operation. Here, the hovering operation may refer to an

operation of moving a cursor or an indicator indicating the location of the hand.

[218] In still another example, when the controller 170 analyzes the hand region and

detects that the hand is changed from an unfolded state to a folded state or that a finger

is changed from an unfolded state to a bent state, the controller 170 may recognize it as

a click gesture and perform a click operation. Here, the click operation may refer to an

operation of selecting or executing a particular item. Meanwhile, when such an

operation is performed twice at a predetermined time interval, the controller 170 may

recognize it as a double click gesture and perform a double click operation. Here, the

double click operation may refer to an operation of executing a particular item.

[219] Similarly, the controller 170 may analyze the hand region to recognize a gesture for

lowering the hand to indicate a release of the control rights, a flicking gesture, and

various other gestures corresponding to particular operations.



[220] The electronic device 100 may analyze an image to identify a user who has made a

gesture (SI 34).

[221] The controller 170 may analyze an image to identify a user who has made a gesture.

The controller 170 may detect a user region connected to the hand which has made the

gesture by using the boundary line, depth information, or the like, to identify the user

who has made the gesture.

[222] Alternatively, the controller 170 may detect the user region connected to the hand

which has made the gesture by analyzing the image, detect a face region from the user

region to identify the user through face recognition.

[223] The controller 170 may detect the face region in various manners.

[224] First, the face includes a skin color of a person and the color of the person and head

overall, and partially includes the color of eyes, white color of the part of the eyeball,

and the color of the lips. The controller 170 may extract a region in which the

foregoing colors are concentrated in the image as a face image by using the color in

formation.

[225] Second, the face includes eyes, nose, mouth, and ears, and such components of the

face are disposed in a certain geometrical shape. The controller 170 may detect the

boundary line from the image, and extract the region in which the boundary lines

estimated to be the components are disposed in a certain geometrical shape, as a face

image.

[226] Third, since the face generally has an oval shape, a circular shape, or an egg-like

shape, the controller 170 can extract the interior of the boundary lines including such

shapes through the detection of the boundary lines, as a face image.

[227] The controller 170 may extract the face region from the captured image by using at

least one of the foregoing method, the method for detecting the face by using an Eigen

function, a method for detecting the face by using a nerve net, and any other methods

for extracting a face image obvious to a person skilled in the art to which the present

invention pertains.

[228] The controller 170 may analyze at least one of the features regarding each of the

components of the face such as the eyes, noise, mouth, ears, and the like, and the

features regarding the relationship therebetween, to obtain face information including

such features to identify the user.

[229] The features of each of the components of the face may include at least one of the

positions, lengths, angles, sizes, and forms of the respective components of the face,

and the relationship between the components may include a position relationship

between the respective components. For example, the controller 170 may analyze the

face image to obtain face information regarding the distance between the eyes, the

angle of the eyebrows, the size of the nose, the size of the mouth, and the like.



[230] The controller 170 may analyze the face information by using a structural method for

finding geometrical features, a method using a mathematical conversion filter such as a

polar coordinate system conversion, a wavelet conversion, or the like, a method for

using statistical models such as a principal component analysis, a local feature

analysis, a linear discriminant analysis, or the like, a method using a K-L conversion, a

nerve net model, a Bayesian probability model regarding 3D information, and the like,

to obtain the face information.

[231] The controller 170 can identify the user who has made the gesture by using the

obtained face information.

[232] The electronic device 100 may control the display region assigned to the user who

has made the gesture (S140). This step will be described with reference to FIGS. 22 to

26, and FIGS. 3 1 and 32. FIGS. 22 and 23 are views illustrating controlling of a

display region assigned to a user who has made a gesture in the method for gesture

recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

FIGS. 24 and 25 are views illustrating a cursor displayed in a display region in the

method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the

present invention. FIG. 26 is a view illustrating a cursor displayed in a common control

region in the method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary em

bodiment of the present invention. FIG. 27 is a view illustrating controlling of a

display region assigned to a user other than a user who has made a gesture in the

method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the

present invention. FIG. 28 is a view illustrating controlling a common control region in

the method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of the

present invention.

[233] As described above, the controller 170 may recognize gestures made by a plurality of

users and identify the users who have made the gestures, respectively.

[234] According to the results of identifying the users who have made the gestures, the

controller 170 can determine to which display region, among the plurality of display

regions, the gestures are related. For example, when the electronic device 100 provides

a first display region assigned to a first user and a second display region assigned to a

second user, the controller 170 may determine the first display region assigned to the

first user as a display region to be controlled by using a gesture. Similarly, when the

second user makes a gesture, the controller 170 may determine the second display

region as a display region to be controlled according to the gesture. In addition, when

the first user makes a first gesture and the second user makes a second gesture simul

taneously, the controller 170 may determine a display region with respect to the first

gesture as a first display region and a display region with respect to the second gesture

as a second display region.



[235] When the controller 170 determines the display regions to be controlled by using

gestures, the controller 170 may control the display regions according to the gestures.

[236] For example, the controller 10 may control contents provided in a display region

assigned to a user who has made a gesture according to the gesture. As shown in FIG.

22, when the controller 170 divides the display into a first display region R l assigned

to a first user U l and a second display region R2 assigned to the second user U2 and

when the first user U l makes a gesture indicating a change of a broadcast channel or a

gesture JV indicating a change of the volume, the controller 170 may recognize the

gesture and change the broadcast channel of the first display region R l assigned to the

first user U l or reduce the volume of the contents provided to the first display region

Rl. When the second user U2 makes a gesture JC for indicating a change of a channel

or a gesture for indicating a change of the volume, the channel of the second display

region R2 or the volume of the contents of the second display region R2 will be

changed while the channel of the first display region or the volume of the contents of

the first display region will not be changed.

[237] Similarly, when a display region of the electronic device 100 provides a Web

browser, an e-book, a video, and various other applications, the controller 170 may

recognize a gesture corresponding to a particular function of a pertinent application

and perform the particular function of the application when the user who has made the

gesture is a user corresponding to the display region. As shown in FIG. 23, the first

user U l and the second user U2 may make a flicking gesture J5 for moving their hand

from the left to the right, respectively. The flicking gesture J5 is a gesture for re

questing a next page in case of the e-book application, or may be a function for re

questing fast- forward in case of the video. The electronic device 100 may recognize

the flicking gesture J5 of the first use U l and the second user U2, output a next page of

the e-book displayed in the first display region assigned to the first user U l according

to the gesture of the first user U l and perform fast-forward with respect to the video

displayed in the second display region R2 assigned to the second user U2 according to

the gesture of the second user U2.

[238] In another example, the controller 170 may display a cursor or an indicator reflecting

the location of the hand in a display region according to a gesture. As shown in FIG.

24, the controller 170 may display a first cursor Cul in the first display region R l

according to a hovering gesture recognized by tracking the location of the first user s

hand, and display a second cursor Cu2 din the second display region R2 according to a

hovering gesture recognized by tracking the location of the second user s hand. In this

case, the first cursor Cul and the second cursor Cu2 may be displayed to be dis

criminated from each other. Namely, the first and second cursors may be different in

shape, size, color, and the like.



[239] Here, the controller 170 may display the cursor reflecting the location of the user s

hand only on the display region assigned to the user. In other words, the first cursor re

flecting the location of the first user s hand is displayed only on the first display region

and cannot enter the second display region. Although the location of the first user s

hand moves to a space corresponding to the second display region, the controller 170

may display the first cursor on the first display region or may delete the cursor from

the display. Alternatively, as shown in FIG. 25, when the location of the first user s

hand moves to the space corresponding to the second display region R2, the controller

170 may display the first cursor Cul on the second display region R2. In this case, the

controller 170 may change the display attributes of the cursor. For example, when the

first cursor is displayed on the second display region, the controller 170 may adjust the

shape, size, color, transparency, or the like, of the cursor.

[240] Meanwhile, when the display is divided into the display regions assigned to the re

spective users and a common control region controlled by all the users, the cursors of

the plurality of users may enter the common control region as shown in FIG. 26.

[241] As described above, in general, the electronic device 100 controls the display region

assigned to the user who has made the gesture according to the gesture, but excep

tionally, the electronic device 100 may control a display region other than the display

region assigned to the user, among the plurality of display regions, according to the

user s gesture.

[242] First, in a case, the controller may control a display region assigned to a user other

than the user who has made the gesture according to the user's gesture.

[243] When a gesture requesting a particular function is recognized, the controller 170 may

control the display region not assigned to the user who has made the gesture according

to the gesture. Here, the particular function may include various functions such as

mute, temporary stop of a video, and the like.

[244] As shown in FIG. 27, when the controller recognizes a gesture of folding an unfolded

hand requesting a temporary stop of the video made by the first user Ul, the controller

170 may temporarily stop the video being reproduced in the second display region R2

assigned to the second user U2. In this case, when the video is being reproduced also in

the first display region, the video of the first display region may be also stopped. Of

course, when the gesture for controlling the display region assigned to the user is

different from a gesture for controlling a display region assigned to a different user, the

video of the first display region may not be stopped. Also, when the first display region

is providing a Web browser or other contents, rather than the video, the gesture for in

dicating the temporary stop of the video of the first user may be irrelevant to the con

trolling of the first display region.

[245] Second, as described above, the electronic device 100 may provide a common



control region which can be controlled by all the plurality of users. The controller 170

may control the common control region according to a user s gesture. As shown in

FIG. 28, the common control region may be provided in the form of a menu or a dock

bar regarding basic functions of the electronic device 100. The electronic device 100

may control the common control region or contents provided in the common control

region according to a gesture made by the first user or the second user.

[246] According to the method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary em

bodiment of the present invention, since the display is divided so as to be provided as a

plurality of display regions, the plurality of users can be provided with desired

contents, respectively.

[247] Also, since the divided display regions are controlled according to the gestures of the

users who have the control rights with respect to the display regions, the users can use

the electronic device 100 through the display regions assigned to them.

[248] Accordingly, the plurality of users can perform different operations by using the

single electronic device 100.

[249] A method for gesture recognition according to a second exemplary embodiment of

the present invention will now be described with reference to FIG. 29. FIG. 29 is a

flow chart illustrating the process of a method for gesture recognition according to a

second exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[250] As shown in FIG. 29, a method for gesture recognition according to the second

exemplary embodiment of the present invention may comprise at least one of step

(S210) of determining the number of users who use the electronic device 100, step

(S220) of entering the entire screen mode when only one user uses the electronic

device 100 in the divided screen mode, step (S230) of providing contents, which are

provided to any one of a plurality of display regions, to the entire screen, step (S240)

of storing information regarding the contents provided to a different display region

among the plurality of display regions, step (S250) of entering the divided screen mode

when a plurality of users use the electronic device 100 in the entire screen mode, and

step (S260) of providing at least one of contents provided to the entire screen and

contents according to the information regarding stored contents to the plurality of

display regions.

[251] Each step of the method for gesture recognition according to the second exemplary

embodiment of the present invention will now be described.

[252] The electronic device 100 may determine the number of users who use the electronic

device 100 (S210).

[253] The controller 170 may determine the number of users who use the electronic device

100.

[254] For example, the controller 170 may capture an image through a camera, analyze the



image to determine the number of users located within the image capture range of the

camera, and determine the number of users who use the electronic device 100.

[255] In another example, the controller 170 may analyze the image captured by the

camera to determine whether or not users are viewing the electronic device 100, and

determine the number of the users who use the electronic device 100 based on the de

termination. Here, the controller 170 may detect face regions of the images and

analyze the face regions to analyze the direction of the users faces, the direction of

visual fields, or the like. When the users faces or the visual fields do not face the

electronic device 100 during a pre-set period of time, the controller 170 determines that

the users do not use the electronic device 100 and compares the number of the users

who do not use the electronic device 100 with the number of the users within the image

capture range to determine the number of the users who use the electronic device 100.

[256] Of course, conversely, the controller 170 may determine the number of users who

use the electronic device 100 based on the number of the users whose face or visual

field faces the electronic device 100.

[257] In another example, when an input regarding the controlling of the electronic device

100 including a gesture from a particular user is not received during a pre-set time

interval, the controller 170 may determine that the particular user does not use the

electronic device 100. Here, the pre-set time interval may be determined according to

the type of the contents provided in the display region assigned to the particular user.

When contents is a Web browser, a time interval is set to be short, and when the

contents is video viewing, the time interval may be set to be long. Also, in case of the

video viewing, generally, the user does not manipulate the electronic device 100 while

viewing of the video is completed, so while the electronic device 100 is providing the

video, the operation for determining whether or not the user uses the electronic device

100 by using a user input may not be performed.

[258] When only one user uses the electronic device 100 in the divided screen mode, the

electronic device 100 may enter the entire screen mode (S220).

[259] As described above, the electronic device 100 can determine the number of users

who use the electronic device 100. In this case, when only one user uses the electronic

device 100 in the divided screen mode, the controller 170 may release the divided state

of the display and enter the entire screen mode.

[260] Meanwhile, the electronic device 100 may not necessarily enter the entire screen

mode in the divided screen mode only when only one user uses the electronic device

100 in the divided screen mode.

[261] For example, when any one of the users makes a gesture for indicating an entry into

the entire screen mode, the electronic device 100 may recognize it and enter the entire

screen mode. In another example, when a signal indicating a return to the entire screen



mode is input through a remote controller, the electronic device 100 may enter the

entire screen mode. In still another example, when contents provided to any one of the

plurality of display regions are terminated, specifically, when the reproduction of

contents, i.e., a video, is terminated, the electronic device 100 may automatically

returned to the entire screen mode.

[262] Also, the electronic device 100 may not necessarily enter to the entire screen mode

because only one user uses the electronic device 100 in the divided screen mode.

[263] For example, when only one user uses the electronic device 100 in the divided screen

mode, the electronic device 100 may deactivate a display region other than the display

region assigned to the user who currently uses the electronic device 100. Here, the de

activation may include operations such as stopping of reproducing contents, i.e., a

video, changing the display attributes of the screen, or reducing the size of a different

display region, or the like.

[264] In another example, when only one user uses the electronic device 100 in the divided

screen mode, the authority to control the plurality of display regions may be provided

to the user who currently uses the electronic device 100. Accordingly, one user can

control all the display regions.

[265] Here, the electronic device 100 may give only a portion of the control rights with

respect to a different display region, which was not assigned to the user, to the one user

who uses the electronic device 100. For example, the electronic device 100 may permit

limited control rights such that the user may control the volume with respect to the

contents provided in a display region other than the display region assigned to the user

but cannot terminate the contents.

[266] In detail, in a state in which only one user uses the electronic device 100 in the

divided screen mode, when a first pre-set time lapses, the electronic device 100 may

give the authority to control the display region, not assigned to the user, to the

remaining user, and then when a pre-set time lapses, the electronic device 100 may

give limitless control rights.

[267] In this manner, the electronic device 100 may give the control rights with respect to

the display region not assigned to the particular user, and then, when the user who had

assigned the display region is returned, the electronic device 100 may deprive of the

control rights of the particular user and return the control rights to the returned user.

[268] The electronic device 100 may provide contents, being provided to any one of the

plurality of display regions, to the entire screen (S230). This step will be described

with reference to FIG. 30. FIG. 30 is a view illustrating contents continuously provided

to an entire screen mode in the method for gesture recognition according to the second

exemplary embodiment of the present invention. When the electronic device 100 enters

the entire screen mode in the divided screen mode, contents, being provided to any one



of the plurality of display regions, can be provided to the entire screen.

[269] In the method for gesture recognition according to the first exemplary embodiment of

the present invention, as described above, the electronic device 100 may identify users

to discriminate them. When only one user uses the electronic device 100, the controller

170 may identify the user, determine contents being provided to the display region

assigned to the user, and provide the contents to the entire screen.

[270] As shown in FIG. 30, while the electronic device 100 provides first contents C I

through the first display region R l assigned to the first user U l and second contents C2

through the second display region R2 assigned to the second user U2, when it is de

termined that only the first user U l uses the electronic device 100, the controller 170

releases the divided screen mode and returns to the entire screen mode and con

tinuously provide the first contents CI, being provided to the first display region R l

assigned to the first user, to the entire screen.

[271] The electronic device 100 may store information regarding contents provided to a

different display region among the plurality of display regions (S240). This step will

now be described with reference to FIG. 31. FIG. 3 1 is a view illustrating information

regarding contents stored when entire screen mode is entered in the method for gesture

recognition according to the second exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[272] When the electronic device 100 enters the entire screen mode in the divided screen

mode, the controller 170 may store information regarding contents provided in a

different display region other than a display region providing contents to be con

tinuously provided to the entire screen mode, among the plurality of display regions, in

the storage module 160.

[273] As shown in FIG. 31, in a state in which the electronic device 100 provides first

contents through the first display region assigned to the first user and provides second

contents through the second display region assigned to the second user, when it is de

termined that only the first user uses the electronic device 100, the controller 170 may

release the divided screen mode to enter the entire screen mode, and store the in

formation regarding the second contents being provided to the second display region

assigned to the second user, in the storage module 160.

[274] Here, the information regarding the contents stored in the storage module 160 may

include at least one of identification information regarding the user who has assigned

the display region providing the contents, identification information of the contents,

address information of the contents, information regarding a reproduction point in time

of the contents, and supplementary information regarding the contents. Here, the iden

tification information of the user may be voice feature information or face information

for recognizing users, the identification information of the contents may be a title or a

channel number of the contents, address information of the contents may be an Internet



address, a uniform resource locator (URL), or the like, information regarding a re

production point in time may be expressed in the unit of time or frame, and the sup

plementary information may be volume information while the contents is being

provided, image control information such as brightness, chroma (or saturation), or the

like, information regarding storage point in time, or the like.

[275] When a plurality of user are detected in the entire screen mode, the electronic device

100 may enter the divided screen mode (S250). This step will now be described with

reference to FIG. 32. FIG. 32 is a view illustrating an entry to a divided screen mode in

the entire screen mode in the method for gesture recognition according to the second

exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[276] As described above, the electronic device 100 determines the number of users who

uses the electronic device 100, and when a plurality of users uses the electronic device

100 in the entire screen mode, the electronic device 100 electronic device 100 may

enter the divided screen mode as shown in FIG. 32.

[277] For example, when a plurality of users use the electronic device 100 within a certain

time after the electronic device 100 enters the entire screen mode in the divided screen

mode, the controller 170 may enter the divided screen mode again. Conversely, when a

certain time lapses after the electronic device 100 has entered the entire screen mode in

the divided screen mode, the controller 170 may not enter the divided screen mode

although a plurality of users use the electronic device 100.

[278] In another example, the controller 170 may store identification information regarding

the plurality of users in the divided screen mode and capture an image through the

camera in the entire screen mode. If the image of the camera includes a new user, the

controller 170 may analyze the image to determine whether or not the new user is a

user who has assigned the display region in the previous divided screen mode. The

controller 170 may analyze the image captured in the entire screen mode to obtain

identification information of the newly included user, and compare it with the identi

fication information stored in the previous divided screen mode. When the user is de

termined to be the same, the controller 170 may enter the divided screen mode.

[279] Here, as shown in FIG. 32, the controller 170 may output an inquiry regarding re

entry into the divided screen mode to the user through the output module 140, and

determine whether to enter the divided screen mode according to a response from the

user.

[280] The electronic device 100 may provide contents, which has been provided to the

entire screen, and contents according to information regarding stored contents to the

plurality of display regions (S260). This step will now be described with reference to

FIGS. 33 and 34. FIG. 33 is a view illustrating contents provided to a plurality of

display regions in the divided screen mode in the method for gesture recognition



according to the second exemplary embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 34 is a

view illustrating a list of contents provided in the divided screen mode in the method

for gesture recognition according to the second exemplary embodiment of the present

invention.

[281] When the electronic device 100 enters the divided screen mode in the entire screen

mode, the controller 170 may provide contents, which has been provided to the entire

screen, to one of the plurality of display regions, and provide contents, which has been

provided in the previous divided screen mode to a different display region.

[282] As shown in FIG. 33, entering the divided screen mode, the electronic device 100

may divide the display into the first display region Rl assigned to the first user U l and

the second display region R2 assigned to the second user U2. The controller 170 may

continuously provide the contents CI, which has been provided to the entire screen R0,

to the first display region Rl. Also, the controller 170 may provide the contents C2,

which has been provided in the previous divided screen mode, to the second display

region R2.

[283] Here, the first user may be a user who uses the electronic device 100 in the entire

screen mode, and the second user may be a user newly detected in the entire screen

mode. The controller 170 may continuously provide the contents, which has been

provided to the entire screen, to the display region assigned to the user who has used

the entire screen mode and provide the stored contents to a different display region.

[284] The controller 170 may provide different contents to any one of display regions in

various manners.

[285] For example, when the electronic device 100 enters the divided screen mode in the

entire screen mode, the controller 170 may check whether or not information regarding

contents has been stored in the storage module 160. when the information regarding

the contents is stored in the storage module 160 when the electronic device 100 enters

the divided screen mode in the entire screen mode, the controller 170 may identify

contents to be provided to the display region based on identification information of the

contents included in the information regarding the contents, and provide the identified

contents C2 to one display region R2 as shown in FIG. 33.

[286] Meanwhile, when a plurality of contents has been provided in the previous divided

screen mode, the controller 170 may provide at least a portion of the contents through

at least a portion of the plurality of display regions in the divided screen mode.

[287] When a plurality of contents has been previously provided, the controller 170 may

provide a list of the contents to any one of the display regions. As shown in FIG. 34,

the controller 170 may provide at least one of the title CT of the plurality of contents, a

reproduction time CR, a screen CS at a reproduction time, and a stop point CP to any

one of the plurality of display regions based on the information regarding contents



stored in the storage module 160. The controller 170 may provide contents selected by

the user from among the plurality of contents through the input module to any one of

the display regions.

[288] Alternatively, the controller 170 may select particular contents from among

previously provided contents according to users, and provide the particular contents to

any one of the plurality of display regions. The storage module 160 stores information

regarding previously provided contents, and such information may include information

regarding users who used the contents. The controller 170 may identify users through

the image captured by the camera, and when an identified user is the same as a user

who used the contents among a plurality of contents, the controller 170 may provide

the corresponding contents to any one of the plurality of display regions.

[289] According to the method for gesture recognition according to the second exemplary

embodiment of the present invention, since the electronic device 100 changes the

entire screen mode and the divided screen mode according to the number of the users

who use the electronic device 100, it can provide an appropriate display environment

to the users.

[290] Also, when a mode is changed (or when there is a change between modes), contents

previously used by a user is continuously provided, allowing the user to conveniently

use the desired contents.

[291] In the method for gesture recognition according to the present invention, the steps

constituting each embodiment are not indispensable, but may be selectively included in

each embodiment. The steps constituting each embodiment need not to be performed

in the described order, and a step described later may be performed earlier than a step

described first.

[292] Furthermore, in the method for gesture recognition according to the present

invention, the embodiments may be implemented individually or in combination. The

steps constituting each embodiment may be implemented individually or in com

bination with steps constituting other embodiments.

[293] Furthermore, the method for gesture recognition according to each of the em

bodiments of the present invention may be stored in a computer-readable recording

medium in the form of codes or a program for performing the method.

[294] Those having ordinary skill in the art to which the present invention pertains may

change and modify the present invention in various ways without departing from the

technical spirit of the present invention. Accordingly, the present invention is not

limited to the above-described embodiments and the accompanying drawings. Further,

the embodiments described in the present invention should not be construed to be

limitative from all aspects, and some of or all the embodiments may be selectively

combined in various ways.



Industrial Applicability
According to the present invention, an electronic device divides its display into a

plurality of display regions and give the authority to control the display regions to a

plurality of users, respectively, whereby the electronic device can recognize a gesture

of each of the plurality of users and control a display region assigned to each of the

users who have made the gestures according to the gestures. Thus, the plurality of

users can use the single electronic device.
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Claims
An electronic device for gesture recognition, the electronic device

comprising:

a camera configured to capture an image;

a display; and

a controller configured to divide the display into a plurality of display

regions assigned respectively to a plurality of users,

recognize gestures perfomred by the plurality of users based on the

image, and

control the display regions, assigned to the users performing the

gesture, according to the gestures.

The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the controller:

determines the locations of the plurality of users based on the image,

and

controls the locations of the plurality of display regions according to

the locations of the plurality of users.

The electronic device of claim 1, wherein when a predetermined event

is detected while particular contents is being provided to an entire

screen of the display, the controller divides the display into the plurality

of display regions.

The electronic device of claim 3, wherein the controller continuously

provides the particular contents to any one of the plurality of display

regions.

The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the controller displays a

plurality of cursors at coordinates corresponding to each of the plurality

of users hands through the display when the coordinates of the cursors

are within the display regions assigned to the users corresponding to the

cursors.

The electronic device of claim 5, wherein when the coordinates of the

cursors are outside of the display regions assigned to the users corre

sponding to the cursors, the controller does not display the cursors or

controls display attributes of the cursors.

The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the controller identifies a

user who has performed the gesture based onF the image, and de

termines a display region assigned to the user who has performed the

gesture based on the identification results.

The electronic device of claim 1, wherein when a predetermined event
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occurs while the display is in a divided state, the controller releases the

divided state of the display.

The electronic device of claim 8, wherein when the divided state of the

display is released, the controller continuously provides the contents,

being provided to any one of the plurality of display regions, to an

entire screen.

The electronic device of claim 9, wherein electronic device of claim 1,

wherein the predetermined event is a predetermined gesture, and the

controller continuously provides contents, which has been provided to a

display region other than the display region assigned to a user who has

performed the predetermined gesture, to the entire screen of the

display.

The electronic device of claim 1, wherein when one user is included in

the image captured by the camera while the display is in the divided

state, the controller releases the divided state of the display.

The electronic device of claim 11, wherein when the divided state of

the display is released, the controller provides the contents, which has

been provided to the display region assigned to the user included in the

image, to the entire screen of the display.

The electronic device of claim 12, wherein when the divided state of

the display is released, the controller stores the contents which has been

provided to a display region other than the display region assigned to

the user included in the image, and when a plurality of users are

included in the image, the controller divides again the display into a

plurality of display regions and provides the contents, which has been

provided to the entire screen, and the stored contents to the plurality of

display regions, respectively.

The electronic device of claim 1, wherein when only user is included in

the image captured by the camera while the display is in the divided

state, the controller changes the display attributes of at least one of the

plurality of display regions.

The electronic device of claim 1, wherein when only user is included in

the image captured by the camera while the display is in the divided

state, the controller controls all the plurality of display regions

according to the gestures of the users included in the image.

An electronic device comprising:

a camera;

a display; and
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a controller configured to divide the display into first and second

display regions, recognize gestures of first and second users through the

camera, control contents displayed on the first display region according

to the first user's gesture, and control contents displayed on the second

display region according to the second user's gesture.

A method for gesture recognition, the method comprising:

dividing a display into a plurality of display regions assigned to a

plurality of users, respectively;

recognizing gestures performed by the plurality of users; and

controlling the display regions assigned to the users who have

performed the gestures according to the recognized gestures.

The method of claim 17, further comprising:

determining the locations of the plurality of users; and

controlling the locations of the plurality of display regions according to

the locations of the plurality of users.

The method of claim 17, wherein, when a predetermined event occurs

while particular contents is being provided to the entire screen of the

display, the display is divided into the plurality of display regions.

The method of claim 19, further comprising:

continuously providing the particular contents to any one of the

plurality of display regions.

The method of claim 17, further comprising:

displaying a plurality of cursors at coordinates corresponding to the

locations of the plurality of the users hands on the display,

herein the cursors are displayed when the coordinates of the cursors are

within the display regions assigned to the users corresponding to the

cursors.

The method of claim 17, further comprising:

identifying a user who has performed the gesture; and

determining a display region assigned to the user who has performed

the gesture based on the identification results.

The method of claim 17, further comprising:

when a predetermined event occurs while the display is in a divided

state, releasing the divided state of the display.

The method of claim 23, further comprising:

when the divided state of the display is released, continuously

providing the contents, which has been provided to any one of the

plurality of display regions, to the entire screen of the display.
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The method of claim 24, wherein the predetermined event is a prede

termined gesture, and the contents continuously provided to the entire

screen of the display is contents which was provided to a display region

other than the display region assigned to the user who has performed

the predetermined gesture.

The method of claim 17, further comprising:

capturing an image by the camera; and

when only one user is included in the image captured by the camera

while the display is in a divided state, releasing the divided state of the

display.

A method for gesture recognition, the method comprising:

dividing a display into first and second display regions;

recognizing gestures of the first and second users; and

controlling contents displayed on the first display region according to

the first user's gesture and controlling contents displayed on the second

display region according to the second user's gesture.
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